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ABSTRACT

The standard approaches to Kaluza-Klein theory assume the

existence of a high dimensional space, from which the four dimensional space-

time would be recovered by a dimensional reduction procedure. In the present

note the four dimensional space-time is regarded as a hypersurfaces locally

embedded in the ever present 4+n dimensional space. In the simplest case

where the high dimensional space is taken to be flat, the Kaluzn-Klein

metric is derived from the embedding assumption. However this metric is

invertible only if the range of the extra n coordinates is limited to a

n - dimensional sphere with radius proportional to the local curvature

radius of the space-time. Almost independently of this compactification the

dimensional reduction, here described in terms of "complete confinement", is

achieved by a symmetry breaking leading to P x G and which is triggered by

the limit of vanishing gravitation. The dynamics for an observer confined to

the four-dimensional space-time is described by the embedding integrability

conditions. On the other hand for a non confined observer a unifying picture

close to the Kaluza-Klein objectives is obtained. Finally a brief analysis

of fermions and fermion masses is also included.

I. INTRODUCTION

The modern versions of Kaluza-Klein theory start with

a high dimensional pseudo Riemannian space V , p = 4 + n, possibly emerging

at the moment of the big bang and such that the Einstein action for V , with
P

an appropriate metric, would produce a unified theory of gravitation and Yang-

Mills fields. The theory also assumes that with the expansion and cooling

off of the universe,the n dimensions become compact and small as a result of

a symmetry breaking mechanism. The ground state of the theory compatible

with this compactification has the topology M x B, where M i s Minkowski
4 4

space and B a n-dimensional compact coset space G/H for a given gauge group

G(typically SU(3) x SU(2) x SU(1) for which n = 7) [l - 5! .

In the present note a different look at the problem is considered.

Starting from the presently observed four-dimensional space-time V and
4
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assuming that V is still present, then we-ask hew can V^ fit inside V at

the'various stages of the evolution of the space-time.

Mathematically the above problem can be set up in a local embedding

framework where the space-time V may be regarded as a cosmological model

resulting from the big bang. Then V has to be sufficiently large - in term
P

of dimensions-to accomodate the various stages of the evolution of V . This

evolution may be measured by the strenght of gravitational field expressed

in terms of the curvature of V (because the problem is locally formulated
4

it is also possible to interpret the results in terms of local gravitational

fields. However such interpretation will not be considered here). In this

way, assuming that V has a certain fixed structure and that the differentiable

structure of V remains intact (except perhaps at the very big bang), then
V may be embedded in V and the evolution of V can be described by the
4 p 4

variation of its extrinsic curvature.

The integrability conditions for the embedding, the Gauss- Codiizsi-

Ricci equations, describe the dynamics for an observer who is sitting on and

remains confined in V . On the other hand if the observer is allowed to scape
4

from that V confinement then he would see a picture similar to that of the
4

Kaluza-Klein theory with a unified Lagrangian.

The above situation is somewhat analogous to the case of a

Newtonian observer sitting in a 3-dImensional simultaneity section 1^ of

Galilei space-time and gradually acquiring sufficient energy to become

relativist. When this happens, the covarlance of his equations under the

Galilei group is lost in favour of the Poincare covariance. Then T. ceases

to be a simultaneity section and all that remains from it is a locally

embedded space-like hypersurface in Minkowski space. In such situation the

observer sees a mixture of time and space transformations and the unification

of the electric and magnetic fields. The return to the Galilei space-time is

recovered with the limit of low speeds {low energy} where the Poincare group

contracts into the Galilei group.

In a similar fashion, the dimensional reduction from 4+n to 4

dimensions can be realized by a symmetry breaking associated with a group
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contraction triggered by the limit of vanishing gravitation, where the

embedding symmetry breakes into P x G for some gauge group G. Such procedure
4

implies that the orbits of P and G belong to separate spaces so that in
4

theory .an observer in M would not be able to "look" into the internal space.

Such observer is said to be completely confined to V . On the other hand in
4

the presence of gravitation the observers of V do not necessarily remain
4

confined to V and the internal variables have to be considered. In order
4

that the resulting Kaluza-Klein metric can be invertible the internal

variables are limited to a n-dimensional sphere so that a compactification

of the internal coordinate space is achieved. Thus dimensional reduction

(confinement) and compactification are two independent but complementary

concepts.

The choice of the embedding manifold V represents a major difficulty

P

because its geometry has to he known tieforet'Einfl. 'i'hc entertain^ of Bienar.nian

spaces into Riemannian spaces is a central and difficult problem of differential

geometry. For this reason the present note deals exclusively with the particular

case where V is embedded isometrically into a 4 + n - dimensional Minkowski
space M . The isometric condition says that the metric of V is induced by

4+n 4
that of M . I t also implies that it is possible to compensate the lack of

4+ n

Killing vector fields in V by the Killing vector fields of H
4 4 + n

II. EMBEDDING THE SPACE-TIME

Consider V to be a pseudo-Riemannian space time with general
4

metric g,.. As such it can always be regarded as a hypersurface locally and

isometrically embedded in a 4 + n dimensional pseudo Euclidean space M =M(r, s)
4+n

with metric signature r( + ) + s(-). The embedding is realized when a point of

V with arbitrary coordinates x , i = 1 .. 4 can be described by a set of

U i
4 + n Cartesian coordinates X (x ) . u = l ... 4 + n in K with respect to an

4+n

arbitrary origin. The isometric embedding condition may be expressed as

where n denote the • •• components of the metric tensor of M
UV ...... 4 + n

Thus P is induced by n via the tangent vectors X which act as
ij MM . 71

generalized vierbeins [6 1 . If the functions X ^ (x ) are analytic the

embedding of V into M requires that 4 + n is at most 10. On the other
4 4+n

hand if the functions X (x ) are differentiable then 4 + n is at most 14.

[ 7 ] . These theorems refer to a general metric gJ .For some specific cases

the number of dimensions required to embedd V is smaller than the above
4

limits. For example, all space-times with constant curvature can be embedded

in M (either M (3,2) or M(4,l).) Schwarzschild's space-time on the other

hand require six dimensions M(4,2), However if its singularity is removed

to the origin the signature of the space changes to N (5,1) [B ] . In order

to avoid signature ambiguities assume that the embedding is always minimal

so that no dimension is taken in excess [9 ] .

The index convention is as follows: All Creek indices run from 1

to p = 4 + n. Small case Latin indices run from 1 to 4 and capital Latin

indices run from 5 to p.

In a neighbourhood of the embedding point in V construct p - 4 - n

unit vector fields with Cartesian components Nv (x ) orthogonal to each other
and to V :

4

(2)

where e = +1 are the signature numbers of M . Eqs- (1) and (2) are the
•4+n

basic equations for the isometric embedding. Their integrability conditions

are described in terms of the.intrinsic {Riemannian) geometry of V [ 6 | .

In order to derive these conditions consider a point in M not in V , Such
4+n 4

point can always be described by the Cartesian coordinates

(3)

L** ,
(1)

A i
where x are n parameters which together with x define a natural V - based

Gaussian coordinate system |x j - jx , x j in which the definition of V is

- 4 -
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given by x = 0 . The expression (3) is then a transformation between Gaussian

and Cartesian coordinates in M so that tensors are related by its derivative
4+n

map. Thus for example the metric of M in the V -based Gaussian frame is
4+n 4

(4)

Therefore, making use of (l) to (3),

1 where we have used the notation

M V v

iJR -~ N(\,tX (5)

representing the coefficient of the second quadratic form of the embedded

V . It is also convenient to denote
4

(6)

t'rom i <? ' a n d ( 3 ) i t f o l l o w s t h a t b . = t . a n d A , = - A . , . U s i n g ( 5 )
ljA jiA lAB iBA

and (6) N v can be expressed as
A i

"-" 5 (7)

—AC— A —i
where g g =6 and g

that

5.. Replacing (6), [7) in 1 it follows

(8)

- 5 -

where

(9)

The similarity of (8) with the Kaluza-Klein metric ansatz should not be

regarded as a mere coincidence resulting from a particular choice of coordi-

nates. Indeed the V - based Gaussian frame is a very general and natural one

4

because M is locally constructed around V . The form of (8) states that
4+n 4

the Kaluza-Klein ansatz is In agreement with the embedding picture. Notice

that the coordinates x can be expressed in terms of the Killing vector fields

of the pseudo-Euclidean space N orthogonal to V . The most important

differences from (8) to the usual Kaluza-Klein ansatz is the fact that g..

as given by (9) is not the space-time metric. Furthermore the space N is not

compact. This means that the coordinates x could in principle assume any

value. However g is non invertible for x = p ( the local curvature radius
iJ A

of V corresponding to N - Appendix). To avoid these points the range of x
4 A

 2 A2

limited to the interval [ 0,B
where R is a constant to be

determined from high energy considerations. Therefore in the case where

g = 5 (section III) the coordinate space spanned by the variables x is limited
UAB

2 2
to a n-dimensional sphere p =R . If S is taken to be sufficiently small the values

ft

of x remain small for strong and even for wsak gravitational fields uhere p is large.

In these cases, (9) gives g - g so that i f the values of A. compensate
A i j i j lAB

for the smallness of x , (8) reproduces the usual Kaluza-Klein metric. At

the big bang, p+o P so that x is discompactified. When
A A

x remain inside the interval (0, p ) then det g. . ^ 0 and denoting by
ij 1 J a« a

g the inverse of g , the inverse of (8) can be calculated from Y Tf,n=s
n.

ij oB B

(10)
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The Christoffel symbols for y are calculated in the usual way. Since

M is flat, its Riemann tensor vanishes R = 0 .
4+n oBJ 5

An observer which remains confined into V can only see the space-
4

i A
time projection of the above objects. If !1 ,x ,x ) is any geometrical object

in M written in terms of the Gaussian frame.its space-time projection or
4+n '

restriction is denoted by a j = n = n| , . Thus for example y . . \ =
V4 _ x*=0 ij V4

I w " °- T,n I,, = y,u = S0D-
 F o r t h e Projected Christoffelgij' E1A 4

symbols we have

y

U = - l?H A 0 ^ '<*« ,

(11)

Finally the projected Riemann tensor is again zero R I = 0 and the

independent component of these equations give the integrability conditions

for the embedding:

iJkt - 2%

cp

(Gauss) ,

(Codazzi)

(12)

(13)

vHicci)( (14)

where R " denotes the Riemann tensor of V and where antisvinmftrizatlon
ijk 4

applies to the indices nearest to the brackets only. These equations

represent the view of the embedding a;; ;;eer; fro.T: aci c:l!::^rv:-r iri Vj .

I t should t e noL^d thai V:^j conLaI:i idji-'j whan ^\.'ij nui:ibei of I.:J ror:.=.:itio:i

- 7 -
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given by the intrinsic geometry of V . However the number of unknowns is

also larger. Here besides g, we also have the objects A and b Lo be
ij iAB ijA

determined.

III. THE EMBEDDING SYMMETRY

The embedding coordinates X (x ) are determined up to an isometry

of M . Therefore the local isometric embedding is invariant under the
4+n

homogeneous group of isometries SO(r,s) of N .In particular the infinitesi-
4+n

mal transformations of this group relating two V -based Gaussian systems is

- X.** 't*A) ^=O (fixed origin) , (15)

where the covariant derivative is calculated with respect to Jf g . Again an

observer confined to V will read the Killing equations as

, = O (16)

The corresponding group being denoted by S0(r,s). Explicitly, the first Eq. (16)

reads:

f
ic<nn (17)

where ^ ' denotes the covariant derivative of with respect

- A A
to g^ . and where 5 = f

4
. The second Eq. (16) is equivalent to

Therefore

(18)

Finally the last Eq.(16) gives



so that

f — O (19)

Notice that the particular transformations which send space-time points to

A -A
space-time points require that t I = K = 0. From (17), (18) it follows that

thn̂ 'S particular transformations correspond to the isometries of V (if
4

they exist). In the general case however the transformations generated by 4

and E; are not independent.

The Lie algebra of S0(r,s) can be obtained from the projection of

that of S0(r,s):

In the Gaussian frame the generators are

and a straightforward calculation shows that

1 1 = ?•« ?* 7? 7*" (20)

where

(21)

Using (8) and denoting L - L I the projected Lie algebra is

C i A J =

B J = J /j Lie

(22)

where C. . and C are obtained with the projection of (21).
i J K fl. ABCD. AB

In complete analogy with the de Sitter group the above algebra

can be contracted into another algebra in the flat limit of V [10] . For

that purpose modify (22) with the introduction of the operators

(23)

where a = R — • In terms of "., (22) read as
p 2 i

J ~U J ~ £fle CP

(24)

Notice the existence of two non invariant subgroups: The 10-parameter sub-

group E generated by L. ., ii and the n(n-l)/2-parameter subgroup G generated

i j ^

A A
Now taking the flat limit of V , p +« then a •+ 0 so that (24) gives

-m Q -I,

where "o" indicates the flat limit situation. It follows that the flat limit

of E is isomorphic to the Poincare-group P which now becomes completely

disconnected from G. Therefore the above group contraction describes a symmetry

breaking S0(r,s) > P x G which is triggered by the vanishing of the gravitational
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field. It is important to observe that the operators n ; cannot be regarded

as translation operators except in that flat limit. In fact from (24) we see

A
that even for weak gravitational fields ( a small) can be taken to

A -
be approximately zero but for the same value of a , [ "., L ] cannot be

i BC

neglected. The above symmetry breaking suggests an alternative explanation

for the non direct observation of the internal space N, In the presence of

gravitation the orbits of E and G belong to the same space M so that an
4+n

observer in V under the action of SO(ns) does not necessarily remain confined
4

to V . This is true even if the gravitational field is weak because the

contraction is not complete. However, in the limit of vanishing gravitation

the orbits of P and G belong to separate subspaces H and N of M respectively.
4 4 4+n

Thus in theory N can never be reached by an observer undergoing motion with

the Poincare group. Notice from (24) that the group contraction does not

change the structure of the group G but it can no longer be interpreted as

the group of transformation of the internal coordinates x . It becomes the

group of rotations of the vector fields N isomorphic to G. Araon^

the possible groups G there are some non compact groups SO(a,b) where a(+)

+ b (-) is the signature of N. These groups may be discarded for physical

reasons. The most interesting groups G - SO (n) occur with the hypothesis of

a 14 dimensional differentiable embedding in M (13,1) where G = SO (10).

For the case of 11-dimensional embedding the group G Is S0(7). In the next

section G is identified with the gauge group corresponding to A. as gauge

potentials.

where the parameter ,' ; x" * depend on x only and are such that

„(/.!-; _ y*(Ei:/O _ 0_ From

an infinitesimal transformation y.' - y. +

gives

it f O n o w £ that A

Y,of SO(r ,s) applied to 3>. • :1 x'

-R ica

and using (25),

In terms of structure constants we can write

Therefoie

©
k .

'<a
(26)

IV. FIELD EQUATIONS

From the analogy of (8) with the Kaluaa-Klein metric ansatz the

functions A can be readily identified with the gauge potentials for G,

This result can also be obtained directly from the transformation properties

ler SO(n,s).

The general solution of (19) is

(25)

of A under S0(n,s).
i AB

The first three terms on the right hand side correspond to a gauge transformation

where the gauge group is G. The remaining terms appear because of the non

invariance of G a subgroup of SO(r,s;. Therefore independently of the comparison

of (S) with the Kaluza-Klein metric ansatz we can say that A , are the gauge

potentials for the group G . These are in fact the Lie algebra components of

the potentials

P; =

- 11 -
- 12 -
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The corresponding field strengths are defined in the usual way where

Flj (27) (31)

where 7. denote the covariant derivative operator with respect to g.. and the

coupling constant has taken to be one.The factor 1/2 has been placed for

EF
convenience. The field strengths c a n also be expressed as F. . = F. L

where

Finally the gauge covariant derivative of b. . is

/t -file F,J +•£ fl ffle R j tp C

At this stage it is convenient to introduce an algebraic form for b.. compatible
i jA

with that of A . For that purpose define the Clifford algebra over H
iAB 4+n

associated with the metric (10):

(28)

Then it is well known that

The space-time projections of these equations give the definition of the
_ a

projected Clifford algebra with generators E :

so that

(32)

( 3 3 )

In order to understand the dynamics of the observer in the embedded

V two distinct situations are considered. In the first case the observer
4
remains confined in V . From the previous discussion this is the case most

4

likely to occur with weak gravitational fields but it can also be considered

for strong gravitational fields with the observer constrained to V . In this

case the available equations are the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations (which are

equations projected in V ). In terms of b. . the Gauss Eq. (12) can be written

(29) (Gajss) .
(34)

Then the algebraic form of b is
ijA

i*£

Introducing the gauge covariant derivative

(30)

where £° is the identity of the Clifford algebra. it follows that

On the other hand using (31), the Ricci equation can be written as

7ABor, contracting with L ,

Fa - : (Ricci) , (35)

Finally to reshape the Codazzi equation use p ! , L J = £ E - g E in (33)

to obtain

- 13 -
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In view of (13) the bracket in the right hand side vanishes so that
which can be re-written as .

or, equivalently [11] :

(36)

The dynamics described by (34), (35), (36) for an observer confined to V is
4

more complete than that specified by Einstein's equations alone. The Gauss

equation can be contracted to produce

and defining the algebraic quantity

Then. Einstein's tensor for V as derived from Gauss equation is
4

where B = g B. .. Notice that the expression B. . - 1/2 g. .B is purely

algebraic in b. .. If g. , satisfies Einstein's equation G. = T. (matter),

then the combined Einstein-Gauss equation gives

T/j (matter) = ^'V ~"T <f M " (Einstein-Gauss) .
(37)

(38)

where in the left hand side we have the Einstein Lagrangian for g. .. Taking

the variation of (38) with respect to g. one finds

where G. .(g) is the Einstein tensor for g (given by (10)) and T (F ) the
!J iJ iJAB

eners-y-monientun. tensor of F _ ^ . m e above expression can be expanded

in terras of the geometry of V, to produce

where in H we have placed the remaining terms of the expansion. Therefore

the observer sees around V a unified picture described by

y ff) ( 3 9 )

The projection of this equation into V reproduces the combined Einstein-

Gauss equation (37). If desired (38) can be integrated to define the action

integral in V . The integration over the x variable would extend from 0 to

2 o^
R — .

2
p

This is a generalization of the extrinsic form of Einstein's equations normally

presented in terms of 3-geometries embedded in V (\2 ].

The second case to be considered is that of an observer which does

not remain confined to V . This situation can always happen in the presence

of gravitation as a consequence of the non separability of the motions generated

i A
by 5 and t. (i.e. the orbits do not belong to separate spaces). As the

observer leaves V his metric becomes T given by (S). from a direct analogy

with the Kaluza-Klein metric, the Einstein Lagrangian calculated with (8) is

V. FERMIONS

The inclusion of fermions in the theory is made by means of Dirac's

fined in M . This is the t
4+n

written in de Sitter space-time [ 13 ] .

equation defined in M . This is the generalization of Dirac's equation

where M is the second order Casimir operator of SO(r,s) andY is a representation

of the Clifford algebra (28) defined in M . For an observer confined into
4+n

V the above equation read as

- 15 - - 16 -



(40)

where r
 a = T° I ,. a n d M i s the second order Cauimir operator of SO(r,s) I 14

where K(p) *K (constant)
o

Poincare-group K^TT ̂'

P*™ , .TC that the mass operator of the

is recovered from (41) in the flat limit of V_.
1 i A A 4

Expanding ¥(x , x ) in Taylor series around x = 0 and assuming

that for small values of W*f) - <?<*«) so

Then Dirac's equation as seen by an observer confined to V read
4

Because of the dependence of M in p as given by (41), the fermionic masses

becomes large for strong gravitational fields (p small) but are small for

weak gravitational fields. With a proper choice of K(p) the masses as derived

from (41) can be approximated to the observed values.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The above description of Kaluza-Klein theory contrasts with many

current ideas on the subject where a strong appeal to quantum field theory is

made. In essence the present geometric formulation combines some of the new

Kaluza-Klein concepts with classical ones where the gravitational

field plays an essential role. It is our view that at the extremely high

19
energy level estimated in 10 GeV where the Kaluza-Klein unification

takes place, the gravitational field-even at the classical level - is so strong

that it becanes predominant. , However, admitedly the proper association with

- 17 -

high energy physics is still to be implemented possibly by a criterious

choice of R,

The expression (8) is a strong indication that the standard Kaluza-

Klein theory is compatible with the hypothesis of V embedded in the high

dimensional space and we regard this as one of the interesting results of the

present work. The other interesting result is the introduction of the concept of

coiriT:l̂ te conf inettiotit v,. :;*":. ̂ c;:iri Ln.; [ }',c [.? :::^r,:; ion-; • rdiLi*tion in tern:: of a

syr-j'iet.iry "breaking ,md ^onewhat independent of the eo'ipnct i f .Lention. I'lic third

result is the -et of 2qs.(31*),(??), (3(5) arid (Tf) dencvibinp the dyr.jimLoa for

a confined observer. These equation:; 'leserve further attention specially

in what concerns the interpretation of b_. . in the Einstein-Causs equation.

Finally we mention the relevance of tho compactified internal coordinate space

with non constant radius to the description of fermion masses.

Some objections may be raised against the use of a flat hiyh

dimensional space. Indeed, it may not lead to the most general theory but it

can be at least regarded as a preliminary exercise. It is hoped that with

an appropriate choice of V with a non zero curvature, a picture closer

P

to that of Kaluza-Klein will emerge.
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APPENDIX. THE CURVATURE RAtJII OF V

Consider an infinitesimal displacement in V , The variation
4

of the coordinates z

ment is

* ) given by (3) corresponding to that dis; ̂ ce-

(no sum on A) .

(f
so that the flat limit can be expressed by the condition

,_J - A C
total curvature radius is defined p - e p p

AD

The metric (9) can be expressed as

. the

The points of M which remain fixed

of V with respect to the displacement

= ° a r e t n e centers of curvature

contraction of this equation with x^. gives

//») A i > = (A.I)

ii - 5
A A

Therefore it becomes singular ( dct g, .-0) when x = p •

and contraction with N gives
B

(A.2)

The equation (A.2) only tells that in order to have AT}' = 0 the variation of

H must be orthogonal to N . On the other hand equation (A.I) determine the

conditions for the existence of the displacement rix . (A.I) admits a non

trivial solution dx1, called a principal direction of V when

(A.3)

A A A
which is a polynomial equation in x • Its solutions x =p . are the curvature

radii of V corresponding to each principal direction d and to each normal

ff. [6]. There are at most four independent principal directions through

each point in V , corresponding to the non degenerate solutions of (A.3).

By the Gauss equation (12) the curvature radii f . are related to the intrinsic

curvature of V . In the flat limit of V (H. =0) at least one of the values

p . tend to infinity. At each point of V the curvature radius corresponding

to the normal direction N is the combination of the four0

- 19 -
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